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Ralph Engelman's history of the growth of public radio and television in America is timely,
compelling, and instructive. Very useful for citizens who take seriously the need for public
use of the public airwaves, which we need to remember, the people own but do not
control. --Ralph Nader, Director, The Center for the Study of Responsive Law "There is
no cynicism or stridency in Ralph Engelman's definitive history of public broadcasting's
failure to fulfill its promise, only documentation of the immense problems endemic to
government and corporate sponsored mass media. For models of hope, this volume
acknowledges the civic discourse that has thrived in the margins of public broadcasting--
in the independent community and in the homespun programming of the public access
movement." --Dee Dee Halleck, Cofounder, Paper Tiger Television & Deep Dish TV
"Public Radio and Television in America by Ralph Engelman effectively navigates the
complex, controversial, and often maddening history of public broadcasting as a political
and cultural force. Always more important than its audience size in America, public
broadcasting's promise and problems, as well as its heroes and villains, are treated
effectively and well in this solid and critical analysis. The book is compact, yet sufficiently
substantive and blessedly well written and well documented." --Everette E. Dennis,
Executive Director, Freedom Forum Media Studies Center, editor, Media Studies Journal
"Ralph Engelman's Public Radio and Television in America is a chilling description of how
noncommercial broadcasting is the tragic victim of conservative corporate politics that
have spent most of this century trying to cripple and kill it." --Ben H. Bagdikian, former
Dean, Graduate School of Journalism at the University of California,
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